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Abstract

The purpose of the research is to identify antecedents of mobile wallet continuance intention in Vietnam. A self-administered questionnaire was distributed to collect data from a total of 276 respondents. Partial least squares structural equation modeling was employed for analyzing the data. Five mobile wallet features – mobile application quality, mobile wallet familiarity, situational normality, payment security, and feedback mechanism – are introduced as fundamental elements, which influence customer’ continuance intention to use mobile wallet in Vietnam. The results indicate that mobile quality application and familiarity can significantly influence perceived ease-of-use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU), but situational normality has an impact only on PEOU. PEOU and PU are positively related to satisfaction. On the other hand, payment security and feedback mechanism affect positively customer' trust. As a result, the positive effects that satisfaction and trust have on electronic wallet continuance intention are confirmed. The findings can be used to advise mobile wallet providers to improve their platform design and services to retain users. As a theoretical contribution, this study combines the Technology Acceptance Model, Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology to investigate the key determinants on continuance intention in the context of electronic wallet in Vietnam.
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1. Introduction

Electronic wallets are the digital form of a physical wallet. The users are familiar with making a cash payment when they want to buy a product or service. However, if they want to make online or offline payments by using a mobile wallet application on a mobile device such as mobile phone, smartphone, etc., they could make a deposit of the certain amount into their mobile wallet through a debit card or internet banking and, then, perform transactions for goods and services. Customers could use the new cashless payment method to pay utility bills, transferring money, and making payment for financial transactions. Electronic wallet is one of the most convenient online payment systems that can be used to make numerous payments at any time of day or anywhere in the world. Customers could use mobile wallets to conduct transactions in multi-channels like consumer-to-consumer, consumer-to-business, consumer-to-machine and consumer-to-online (Shin, 2009; Lee, 2019). The mobile wallet model is similar to the concept of mobile banking and internet banking. Mobile banking is a mobile application, which allows banking customers manage their bank account by using a smartphone. The transactions include deposits, withdrawals, transfers, bill payments, and balance inquiries. An electronic wallet could be considered to be a personal folder that includes customer information required from service providers for ensuring security of mobile transactions (Chawla, 2019). The majority of poor residents in emerging countries does not have a bank account, but has a smartphone, so mobile payment providers supply the system to support them in paying utilize bills (Cox, 2013).
Mobile payment is becoming popular in Vietnam due to the presence of many E-wallets such as Momo, Zalopay, Viettelpay, Moca. Electronic wallet can be viewed as a modern financial transaction model, in which the money could be kept intangibly, and transactions could be conducted successfully via a smartphone without the worry of losing sensitive information. As Vietnam’s economy has been growing fast and strongly recently, the demand for services is rising significantly, especially in the finance industry. Also, with the trend of ‘cashless’ society among Vietnamese residents, more and more E-wallets have cooperated with retail stores to broaden their payment network. Moreover, they have invested billions of VND in promotion campaigns to attract more users. Many customers use E-wallets to pay utility bill due to their convenient and promotion from new users to existing users. Furthermore, E-wallets have been used as free money transfer gateways between two customers belonging to different banks. According to State Bank in Vietnam, in 2019, there are around 20 E-wallets in the market. This upward growth has interested, not only foreign investors (SamSung, Goldman Sachs), but also domestic investors (Vingroup, Viettel, VNPay). The total number of E-wallet users is approximately 10 million, however, it could increase dramatically since there are more than 100 million mobile phone users in Vietnam. However, because of the huge market potential, the competition in mobile payment market has heated up with the participation of many new organizations, and users could choose to use other payment system options due to attractive special offers provided to new customers. Thus, customer loyalty plays a key role in the development of E-wallet payment systems for expanding their market share.

2. Literature Review

Technology acceptance model is one of the most famous conceptual theories in the digital platform system research field. Originally, it is proposed for employees’ technology acceptance in organizations. There are two fundamental determinants in the model, namely, perceived ease-of-use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU), which verify the intention of users to agree or disagree with an information technology system. PU relates to the rate at which users recognize usage of a certain digital platform to be suitable to them, while PEOU is regarded as the degree in which users identify usage of the IT system would be easy to learn (Davis, 1989). But, the key concern about the theory background is that the model is insufficient to demonstrate customers’ continuance behaviors. For developing the model, the researchers should figure out factors influencing PU and PEOU (Benbasat, 2007). Hence, investigating which E-wallet features could be considered to be essential factors of TAM are significant. Moreover, the author will integrate TAM model into relevant conceptual theories that would present a more holistic theory background in demonstrating customer’ continuance intention of digital platform, specifically in an E-wallet system (Lee et al., 2016; Zhou, 2018). Finally, this research will use TAM model as one of the main theories to build the conceptual model explaining customer continuance intention of E-wallet platform.

The Unified Theory of Acceptance and Use of Technology (UTAUT) model was developed to improve TAM model, which sought to investigate customer intentions to use an information system and their continuance behavior (Venkatesh, 2003). Four core components – performance expectancy, effort expectancy, social influence, and facilitating condition – are regarded as essential antecedent variables of behavioral intention and ultimately user behavior. Performance expectancy refers to the expectation of customers about the system effectiveness that using the E-wallet system would promote their behavioral practice of making payment by managing their time, money and effort efficiently, also providing them beneficial payment system without paying any fee for transactions and fast responsive customer support system. The second variable is effort expectancy, mainly defined as the expectation of customers about the system simplification that using E-wallet system is easy to learn for them (Abdinoor, 2017; Arora, 2018). The third variable is social influence, which shows that customers’ social effects have a considerable impact on their judgements and attitudes when they decide to do something such as giving advice to friends, relatives and supervisors. The last variable is facilitating conditions, which can be seen as the extent to which a customer believes that the right organizational and technical structure is available to gain their acceptance of the E-wallet system.

UTAUT is a development of technology acceptance model, also its effectiveness in illustrating digital platform system acceptance are shown by other previous investigations. The forecasting capability of UTAUT has been confirmed through various information technology platforms adoption, such as online banking (Martins, 2014; Le et al., 2019); library self-service (Wu, 2018); tablet device (Magsamen, 2015); and mobile wallet (Chawla, 2019). However, based on past research, the author could add some new factors to enhance its explanatory power based on specific context. Some authors suggested that payment security and customer trust have considerable impact on customer continuance intention to use the E-wallet payment system (perceived credibility) that should be included to the research model because they are principal reasons for low adoption of E-wallet payment service. As a result, in this research, the author integrates payment security, feedback mechanism, and trust with E-finance continuance intention model (Zhou, 2018) to investigate the customer continuance intention in E-wallet context in Vietnam.
E-wallet payment system also is progressing rapidly in developing country like China. Zhou (2014) conducted a research to investigate the determinants affecting customer continuance usage toward mobile payment in China. The researcher collected valid data by using a survey questionnaire and he applied structural equation modeling (SEM) method. Performance expectancy, trust in mobile payment, and flow factors are found to have impacted customer continuance usage. The flow factor accounted for the largest impact. Additionally, performance expectancy and flow are affected significantly by system quality. Yu (2018) suggested that customer trust in E-wallet payment system could be affected by customer trust in online payment system and two source–target relationship determinants such as perceived similarity and entitativity.

Moreover, customer satisfaction and customer continuance intention to use E-wallet payment system in an online-E-wallet payment context are affected considerably by the customer trust. The author used data collected from 219 E-wallet payment system customers in China to test the proposed model empirically. The result demonstrated that the trust transfer process influences positively the customers’ continuance intention to use E-wallet payment system through their satisfaction. Customer satisfaction also is found to be a key element affecting customer continuance intention. Furthermore, trust in online payment system, perceived similarity and perceived entitativity between online and E-wallet payment systems affect positively customer trust in E-wallet payment system. Additionally, Zhou (2018) examined the factors affecting customer continuance intention in E-finance context. He used an online survey to collect data and employed partial least squares structural equation modeling to analyze the data. The results demonstrated that E-wallet features such as website quality, familiarity and situational normality play a major role in perceived ease-of-use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU) of customers. PEOU and PU, incorporated with brand reputation, have positive influence on confirmation, which further affects satisfaction. Customer satisfaction and customer trust have a positive effect on E-wallet customer continuance intention, besides that the customer trust is proven to be a considerable mediator in the relationship between customer satisfaction and customer continuance intention.

In India, E-wallet platforms are becoming popular due to payment convenience. Hence, Kumar (2018) decided to investigate the effect of perceived usefulness, payment security, perceive ease-of-use, trust, grievance redressal, and satisfaction on inexperienced customers’ continuance intention to E-wallet usage. He developed a conceptual model from the expectation-confirmation theory and applied structural equation modeling to test it empirically by using data from E-wallets young customers in India. The results revealed that perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-use influence considerably customer satisfaction and customer continuance intention to use E-wallets. Customer satisfaction also is affected strongly by payment security, and grievance redressal moderates the influence of payment security on continuance intention to use E-wallets. In addition, the mechanism of developing customer belief during the development from online payment system to E-wallet payment system was investigated, also the influence of trust on customer satisfaction and customer continuance intention to use E-wallet payment system were examined. From the trust transfer theory background, Chawla (2019) investigated the factors that affect customer’s attitude and intention to use E-wallets in Indian. He suggested a multidisciplinary model based on the TAM model and UTAUT model, also on related studies of variables, which have effect on E-wallet payment system adoption. A nationwide essential questionnaire was sent to Indian residents. In total, 744 respondents were collected and 17 hypotheses were proposed. The author applied PLS-SEM method to predict and test the hypothesized model. As the result, PEOU, PU, trust, security, facilitating conditions and lifestyle compatibility affect greatly the customer attitude and intention to use E-wallets. PU and trust were influenced significantly by PEOU. In addition, PU had significant impact on customer trust, customer attitude and intention. Moreover, payment security and PU were key effects on determining trust.

To provide better understanding about customer continuance intention, the author also reviewed several papers related to other information technology systems. In the banking industry, Susanto (2016) examined the factors of customer continuance intention to use smartphone banking services at the post-consumption phase. A theoretical model was proposed, the expectation-confirmation model (ECM). As per the results, customers’ confirmation after the initial use of smartphone banking services affects significantly payment security, perceived usefulness, trust, and customer satisfaction. Payment security plays a key role in customer trust, while perceived usefulness accounted for considerable influence on customer trust, customer satisfaction and customer continuance intention. In addition, customer satisfaction and self-efficacy strongly affect customer continuance intention. Customer trust was found to have an important influence on customer satisfaction.

Ofor (2017) investigated the determinants influencing customer continuance intention to use internet banking system based on the institutional trust theory. A questionnaire was used to collect data from 481 internet banking users of a bank in Ghana, and the PLS-SEM method was applied to analyze the data. The results showed that information quality, service quality, privacy and security concerns are key factors in customer trust and customer satisfaction. Besides that, structural assurance and situational normality
have considerable impact on customer trust. The influences of customer satisfaction and customer trust on customer continuance intention are confirmed. On the other hand, in the mobile shopping industry, Shang (2017) examined the underlying variable affecting customer continuance intention of food and non-food products through smartphones and other mobile devices. He combined the TAM and ECM models to propose a new model focusing on perceived value (PV). The data collected from 203 Chinese mobile shoppers (m-shoppers) were analyzed using structural equation modeling with the partial least square method. The results demonstrated that value for money played the key role in customer satisfaction and customer continuance intention in online food mobile shopping context, but perceived usefulness only influenced non-food shopper’s continuance intention.

Shao (2019) investigated the impacts of legally-binding and market-driven institutional mechanisms on increasing customers’ trust and customer continuance intention in the ridesharing mobile application and also verified whether the customer’s trust in the drivers could carry customers’ trust over to ridesharing mobile application. He used an online survey to collect data from customers of DiDi ridesharing mobile application in China. SEM method was applied to analyze the conceptual model and research hypotheses. The results indicated that market-driven institutional mechanisms, consisting of feedback and surge pricing influence significantly customers’ trust in the ridesharing platform. Moreover, legally-binding institutional mechanisms factors, namely, payment security and driver certification, have a considerable impact on customers’ trust. Furthermore, customers’ trust in the platform is converted completely to customer trust in the drivers.

2.1. Impact of Mobile Application Quality on Customer’s PEOU and PU

Many platform systems have been established to serve the customer’s need and, their quality contribute greatly to the customer satisfaction. Smartphone is becoming essential to residents’ life, so the good quality mobile application will raise customer satisfaction of E-wallet usage and will encourage them to continue using E-wallet payment system whenever they need making a bill payment. Similarly, a good quality E-banking system will strengthen customer satisfaction (Kim, 2009) and continuance intention to use online banking payment system (Yeh, 2009). In the E-finance context, the mobile application quality has a considerable impact on customer experience through PEOU and PU of the users (Fathema, 2015; Ofori, 2017; Zhou, 2018). Hence, the authors suggest that the quality of the mobile application E-wallet payment system affects positively the PEOU and PU of users:

**Hypothesis 1a:** Mobile application quality influences positively the customer’s PEOU of an E-wallet payment system.

**Hypothesis 1b:** Mobile application quality influences positively the customer’s PU of an E-wallet payment system.

2.2. Impact of E-wallet Familiarity on Customer’s PEOU and PU

In the E-wallet context, familiarity relates to the degree to which a customer gets acquainted with payment method including making a payment or the popularity of the payment system in daily life. Familiarity comes from previous experience with the system, removes its usage difficulties, and supports users who want to be familiar with E-wallet payment system (Zhou, 2018). Hence, promoting customer’s familiarity leads to the increase of customer’s PEOU and PU. Therefore, we suppose that E-wallet familiarity has positive impact on the customer’s PEOU and PU:

**Hypothesis 2a:** Familiarity influences positively the customer’s PEOU of an E-wallet platform.

**Hypothesis 2b:** Familiarity influences positively the customer’s PU of an E-wallet platform.

2.3. Impact of Situational Normality on Customer’s PEOU and PU

In the digital era, customer trust in a platform is dependent on our earlier understandings about some related systems (Chen, 2010; Koo, 2011). Situational normality of payment system takes an important role in customer trust; customers will use your services if they believe in your system (Ofori, 2017). However, customers could reject to use your platform if your system is different to other systems, which they have used before (Gefen, 2003). Situational normality affects significantly customer’s PEOU and PU in E-wallet context (Zhou, 2018). Therefore, the authors suggest the following:

**Hypothesis 3a:** Situational normality influences positively the customer’s PEOU of an E-wallet platform.

**Hypothesis 3b:** Situational normality influences positively the customer’s PU of an E-wallet platform.

2.4. Impact of Customer’s PEOU and PU on Customer’s Satisfaction

Customer’s perceived usefulness is determined to affect positively customer behaviors to work with an information system (Venkatesh, 2000; Venkatesh, 2008). Recently, customer’s perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-use influence considerable customer satisfaction in using life insurance mobile application service (Lee, 2015). In the
e-government service, customer’s perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness have positive effect on customer satisfaction when using government website (Sachan, 2018). Moreover, perceived usefulness and perceived ease-of-use affect significantly customer satisfaction of the mobile e-commerce context (Shao, 2019). Hence, the positive connection amongst customer’s PEOU, PU and customer satisfaction in the E-wallet payment system context needs to be examined in this research. The authors propose the following hypotheses:

Hypothesis 4a: Customer’s PEOU influences positively customer satisfaction of an E-finance platform.
Hypothesis 4b: Customer’s PU influences positively customer satisfaction of an E-finance platform.

2.5. Impact of Feedback Mechanism and Payment Security on Customer Trust in the E-Wallet Platform

Feedback was regarded as an important feature in a lot of digital platforms, which is an effective way to support customers for checking the accuracy of information provided by service providers. Also, it could be seen as an instant channel of communication between customers and service providers whenever the customers have problems with system usage. In the past decades, customers have been familiar with feedback mechanisms in some famous e-commerce platforms such as eBay, Amazon and Alibaba. In addition, customers trust other customers’ verbal feedbacks about service providers (Doney, 1997). Customer trust is proven to be affected significantly by feedback mechanism in the group of dealers on popular social media channels (Pavlou, 2004). In the E-wallet payment system, feedback is a convenience feature to build up customers’ trust by protecting their rights and interests (Shao, 2019). Hence, the rise of positive customer feedbacks will promote the increasing of customer trust.

Payment security is regarded as a key function, which could support banking system to gain customer trust (Kim, 2008; Susanto, 2016). In the digital era, because a hacker could break into a server system of financial institutions to steal customers’ money and their private information, most online payment systems have applied identity authentication and encryption mechanisms to check whether the money transactions were conducted by the real customers or not. It would engender customer’ confidence in making payment online. When customers pay utility bills or buy mobile phone cards, cinema tickets or transfer money to relatives, they could make the payment on E-wallet platform by using their smartphone, and the money is sent instantly to the service provider’ account through E-wallet payment system. The online transaction process could raise customers’ perceived risk in losing private information. Hence, payment security feature has an important impact on customer trust in the e-wallet payment system (Yang, 2016; Chawla, 2019; Shao, 2019). The authors suppose that:

Hypothesis 5a: Feedback mechanism influences positively customer trust in an E-wallet platform.
Hypothesis 5b: Payment security influences positively customer trust in an E-wallet platform.

2.6. Impact of Customer Satisfaction on Customer Continuance Intention

Satisfied customers tend to continue using their current online payment system and recommend other people to use it. Satisfaction could be seen as the customers’ perception of how effective the system supports them to handle previous monetary transactions that relates to the ability to deal with similar future payments. (Halilovic, 2011; Zhang, 2015; Ofori, 2017 & Zhou, 2018). We hypothesize that, if the customers are satisfied with E-wallet services, they definitely continue using it next time they need making any payments:

Hypothesis 6: Customer satisfaction influences positively customer continuance intention of an E-wallet platform.

2.7. Impact of Customer Trust on Customer Continuance Intention

Customer trust is becoming an essential factor that needs to be considered in mobile commerce (Hong, 2013; Shaw, 2014). Moreover, customers will have an intention to purchase products if they trust the reputation of the merchant (Han, 2011; Hajli, 2014). The positive impact of customer trust on customer continuance intention in E-wallet context was confirmed (Zhou, 2011; Kumar, 2018; Chawla, 2019). If the E-wallet payment system gains more customer trust, they will accept to work with the digital system whenever making daily payment (Zhou, 2018). The authors hypothesized that:

Hypothesis 7: Customer trust influences positively customer continuance intention of an E-wallet platform.

E-wallet system can be viewed as a combination of digital platform, mobile application and financial services. The author proposes a research model that applied TAM, UTAUT and TAM2 theory models. Five features of E-wallet system such as mobile application quality, familiarity, situational normality, payment security, and feedback mechanism, will be examined with the influence of customer trust. Mobile application quality, familiarity and situational normality were pointed out as having an impact on PEOU and PU in E-finance platform. Then, PEOU, PU are hypothesized to be antecedents of user satisfaction (Zhou, 2018).
On the other hand, payment security and feedback mechanism influence customer trust in the E-wallet platform (Chawla, 2019; Shao, 2019). Lastly, the positive impact of customer trust and customer satisfaction on customer continuance intention of an E-wallet platform needs to be investigated (see Figure 1).

3. Research Methods and Materials

3.1. Research Design

Quantitative methods are being used in this research to test theory and attempt to generalize from the findings toward a conclusion. A conceptual model (Figure 1) has been proposed based on the detailed literature review. To study the relationship between variables, quantitative method is used to portray the relationship numerically and mathematically through analysis. To test the model in the most realistic way possible, the study was conducted based on an online survey because it allows the researcher to approach a large number of participants and collect data for numerous questions in limited time (Nguyen & Nguyen, 2018). To collect the data, an online survey (a self-administered questionnaire) is sent to a broad diversity of citizens in Ho Chi Minh City and published on several social networks. Choosing Ho Chi Minh City helps the researcher to reduce time and cost as well as improve the efficiency of questionnaire administration. The online Google form was transferred to more than 300 Ho Chi Minh City citizens, conducted from April to May, 2020. Then, 276 responses were received, all of them were deemed valid. As per the result, 253 respondents have used mobile wallet application, and 23 respondents have not. The participants, from the residential community, including university students, staff and office workers, were recruited by invitation through social networks. Partial least squares structural equation modeling (PLS-SEM) method is applied to test the proposed model. The method is used by researchers in several fields such as mobile wallet (Yu, 2018; Zhou, 2018 & Chawla, 2019), internet banking (Ofori, 2017; Salem, 2019), mobile shopping (Shang, 2017) and ridesharing (Shao, 2019).

4. Results and Discussion

The profile of the mobile wallet customers represented in the research spread over every analytics. Overall, 55% of the participants are male and 45% female. The biggest age bracket of respondents is 18-35 (87.35%). This represents the young generation most likely to use the E-wallet payment system. Regarding the educational level, 85.4% have/are studying a bachelor’s degree. The findings also reveal that the respondents’ monthly salary is VND20 million and above (35.6%), between VND3 million and 7 million (21.34%), and below VND3 million (15.02%).

4.1. Assessment Measurement Model

Outer loadings of the model are calculated first. Every single loading of indicators in the research was inspected to check whether the constructs satisfy the criteria requirements. Particularly, all the factor loadings are recommended to be at least 0.7. After analyzing data, all findings are larger than the required value 0.7. The outer loadings of the factors fall in the range of 0.719 to 0.941, which are exhibited in detail in Table 1. The internal consistency is examined using Cronbach’s Alpha. The results show (see Table 1) that
the values of all the factors are larger than the minimum required value of 0.7 (Zhou, 2018). Moreover, for checking convergent validity of the measurement model, Ofori (2017) suggested that the average variance extracted (AVE) for each latent construct should be greater than 0.5. As illustrated in Table 1, the values of Cronbach’s Alpha ranged from 0.710 to 0.927 and the values of composite reliability ranged from 0.837 to 0.954, therefore confirming the high reliability of the data. On the other hand, AVE values for all factors are examined to be higher than the 0.5 threshold, ranging from 0.632 to 0.873. Hence, good convergent validity is illustrated by the measurement model.

Another crucial criterion that needed to be measured is discriminant validity, which interprets the degree of difference of every variable in the model. Fornell-Larker criterion is used to check the AVE of each latent construct, which should be larger than the highest squared correlations between any other construct (Fornell, 1981). The square root of the AVEs for each construct is greater than the cross correlation with other constructs. Hence, good discriminant validity is shown by the measurement model (see Table 2).

### 4.2. Assessment Structural Model

After evaluating the reliability and validity of variables in the measurement model, the structural model is applied to test the hypotheses (Ofori, 2017; Zhou, 2018). In this section, typical calculations performed including collinearity assessment, coefficient of determination, effect size and direct effect. Particularly, variance inflation factor is employed to detect collinearity problems, while coefficient of determination is applied to estimate the predictive precision using R square. Additionally, F square is used to measure the influence of predictor constructs on dependent construct. To indicate the direct effect of predictors on the dependent variable in the path model, path coefficients were needed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1: Reliability and Validity Measures</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constructs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuance Intention (CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity (FAM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback Mechanism (FM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile Application Quality (MQ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Payment Security (PS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceive Usefulness (PU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer Satisfaction (SA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Situational Normality (SN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User’s Trust (UT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2: HTTM scores for discriminant validity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Item</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEOU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Diagonals (in bold) represent square root of the AVE.
Collinearity should be evaluated before testing the relationships between constructs since path coefficient is evaluated basing on the regression of dependent variables and their predictors (Ofori, 2017). Specifically, if the levels of collinearity significantly rise among the predictors, the measurement of path coefficients would be bias. We investigate the VIF values between the constructs to identify the level of collinearity. Collinearity happens when the VIF value are greater than 5.00. In this research, all the VIF values of the latent variables are smaller than 5, indicating that there was no collinearity issue.

Another criterion to be calculated in the structural model is coefficient of determination. It is applied to express the extent the dependent variable is explained by its predictors. The measurement is based on R square values, which range from 0 to 1. The R square value of 0.25, 0.5 and 0.75 are proposed to be weak, moderate and substantial (Hair, 2014). From the data showing in table 5, it is clearly seen that the R square values were moderate for CI (R square = 0.592), PEOU (R square = 0.591), PU (R square = 0.517), customer’s satisfaction (R square = 0.537) and customer’s trust (R square = 0.590). The findings illustrate that mobile application quality, familiarity and situational normality took account for 59.1% of all variance in PEOU and 51.7% of variance in PU. On the other hand, payment security and feedback mechanism together described 59% of variance in customer’s trust. Moreover, 53.7% of the variance in customer satisfaction was demonstrated, also 59.2% of variance in customer continuance intention was illustrated. The results of R square show that the structural model approved the level of predictive accuracy.

Effect size, or f square, can assist the evaluation of the influence level of a particular predictor on the dependent variable (Zhou, 2018). F square values equal 0.02, 0.15 and 0.35 indicating the small, moderate and large impact of a particular independent variable on dependent one, respectively (Hair, 2014). Results from the study show that it is a small effect to perceived ease-of-use (f square = 0.029) and perceived usefulness (f square = 0.068) if familiarity is omitted. Moreover, the relationship of perceived ease-of-use to customer satisfaction, situational normality to perceived ease-of-use, situational normality to perceived usefulness and customer’s trust to continuance intention are determined to have small effect sizes (f square = 0.065, 0.025, 0.022 and 0.132). In addition, the relationships between feedback mechanism and user’s trust, mobile application quality and perceived usefulness, payment security and customer’s trust, and perceived usefulness and customer’s satisfaction have effect sizes of 0.152, 0.305, 0.263 and 0.221 correspondingly, implying that the predictors of the relationships have medium effects in producing the R square for their endogenous constructs. On the other hand, the removal of mobile application quality influences considerably perceived ease-of-use with f square reaching 0.546. Besides, customer’s satisfaction has large effect in producing the R square for customer intention (f square = 0.368).

The coefficient significance is tested by PLS-SEM relying on nonparametric bootstrapping (Hair, 2014). In this study, there are 253 cases and 5,000 subsamples. After running bootstrapping procedure, t-values were evaluated so as to examine the statistical significance of coefficient (see Table 3).

### Table 3: Model’s Path Coefficient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>Relationship</th>
<th>Path coefficient</th>
<th>T - Statistics</th>
<th>Sig. level (p)</th>
<th>Results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1a</td>
<td>MQ -&gt; PEOU</td>
<td>0.619</td>
<td>11.224</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H1b</td>
<td>MQ -&gt; PU</td>
<td>0.503</td>
<td>8.003</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2a</td>
<td>FAM -&gt; PEOU</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>2.523</td>
<td>0.014</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2b</td>
<td>FAM -&gt; PU</td>
<td>0.217</td>
<td>4.122</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3a</td>
<td>SN -&gt; PEOU</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>2.108</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3b</td>
<td>SN -&gt; PU</td>
<td>0.121</td>
<td>1.878</td>
<td>0.064</td>
<td>Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4a</td>
<td>PEOU -&gt; SA</td>
<td>0.272</td>
<td>3.339</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4b</td>
<td>PU -&gt; SA</td>
<td>0.502</td>
<td>6.574</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5a</td>
<td>FM -&gt; UT</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>4.033</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5b</td>
<td>PS -&gt; UT</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>6.402</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H6</td>
<td>SA -&gt; CI</td>
<td>0.523</td>
<td>8.343</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H7</td>
<td>UT -&gt; CI</td>
<td>0.313</td>
<td>4.876</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>Supported</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 describes the path coefficients and hypotheses testing of the research. Among 12 proposed hypotheses, all were supported, except one. The finding shows that the two mobile wallet features, namely, mobile application quality and familiarity are verified to have positive and significant impact on the perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness. However, situational normality has only effect on perceived ease-of-use. As a result, H1a, H1b, H2a, H2b and H3a are supported, while H3b is rejected. The result has indicated that the influence of perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness on users’ satisfaction are significant. Moreover, payment security and feedback mechanism have considerable impacts on customer’ trust. Finally, customer’ continuance intention in using mobile wallet. Therefore, H4a, H4b, H5a, H5b, H6 and H7 are supported (see Figure 2).

5. Discussion and Managerial Implications

The results display the considerable effect of perceived ease-of-use on customer’s satisfaction. In fact, some studies have confirmed the effect of the factor on the customer’s satisfaction when using E-wallet in different countries (Kumar, 2018; Zhou, 2018 & Chawla, 2019). In the context of Vietnam, perceived ease-of-use influences strongly customer’s satisfaction in HCMC. Users learn to operate E-wallet easily (mean = 4.174). Also, becoming skillful at doing money transactions from E-wallet is easy for them (mean = 4.142). Moreover, payments done through E-wallet require minimum effort (mean = 4.051). Transferring money by E-wallet system is easy since it does not require many steps (mean = 4.055).

Overall, users find E-wallet easy to use (mean = 4.174). Perceived usefulness was considered to illustrate its great impact on E-wallet customers’ satisfaction in HCMC. The research also confirms the results of many studies that customers’ perceived usefulness significantly influences their satisfaction toward using E-wallet (Kumar, 2018; Zhou, 2018 & Chawla, 2019). Using E-wallet payment system could support customers to make payments faster than other payment options (mean = 4.15). They also believe E-wallet is useful for conducting online transactions (mean = 4.162). Moreover, they realize that using E-wallet could maximize their effectiveness of taking online payments (mean = 4.146). Customers admit that it is easier for them when they use E-wallet to make online payments (mean = 4.15). E-wallet also improves the quality of online transaction to them (mean = 4.04).

One of the factors that peek the interest of many is mobile application quality. The result indicates that mobile application quality is a crucial determinant of perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness, a good quality mobile application will support customers finding the information system useful and beneficial (Zhou, 2018). Therefore, in the Vietnamese market, mobile application quality has a large impact on the satisfaction of HCMC residents to use E-wallet mobile application. Familiarity was identified to have a substantial impact on perceived ease-of-use and perceived usefulness of E-wallet users.
The result strongly supports previous findings by Zhou (2018) who pointed out that familiarity played an efficient role in creating a tendency among users to continue using the E-wallet next time when they need doing a money transaction/payment. The findings indicated that E-wallet’s brand name becomes popular to customers by advertising campaigns on online social media channels such as Facebook, Youtube and Google (mean = 3.553). The research results contradict several findings by Ofori (2017) and Zhou (2018) that situational normality influences only perceived ease-of-use, it does not have any influence on perceived usefulness, customer’s satisfaction and especially customer’s continuance intention. The differences in the results may come from the research context, leading to the fact that the results are inconsistent with one another. The indicators of subjective norm are quite comparative.

Another important factor the author wanted to determine to what extent payment security affects customer’s trust in E-wallet. The data analysis outcomes show that payment security is an essential component of customer’s continuance intention; an increase in perceive security will raise the customers’ trust and induce them to continue using the E-wallet in the future (Kumar, 2018). Therefore, in the Vietnamese context, payment security has a considerable influence upon HCMC residents’ trust in using E-wallet application. The results reveal that the safety of customers’ bank accounts could be secured sufficiently by E-wallet system (mean = 3.289). Feedback mechanism is the last factor, which the author attempts to present to the E-wallet service providers.

In this research, it is proven to be an influential factor in customer’s trust of E-wallet customers. The research results strongly support previous studies by Shao (2019); more reliable feedbacks from other customers about E-wallet service quality will develop customer’s trust and retain existing customers to continue using E-wallet more regularly. The findings indicate that customers believe that information about the service quality provided through the feedback mechanism of E-wallet system is accurate (mean = 3.482). There is increasing evidence of the mobile payment acceptance in Vietnam. Consequently, this research focuses on determining the relative abilities of the constructs to predict continuance intention across HCMC residents. In short, this research integrates TAM, UTAUT and TAM2 theoretical models to investigate determinants affecting customer continuance intention of an E-wallet platform. To sum up the research findings, the authors conclude that mobile quality application and familiarity influence positively perceived ease-of-use (PEOU) and perceived usefulness (PU), but situational normality has an impact only on PEOU. PEOU and PU affect positively customer satisfaction. As the result, customer satisfaction and trust affect considerably customers’ continuance intention.

6. Conclusions and Research Limitations

This study has several practical implications for E-wallet providers. Based on our findings, the providers should focus on building the trust of their customers and gaining their satisfaction. Firstly, to gain the trust, the platform needs to have the abilities to guarantee its security for customers’ bank accounts or their transactions/payments. Secondly, to derive more satisfaction from customers, E-wallet providers should develop high-quality mobile applications with functions that users experienced previously. The mobile application should be attractive, well organized and friendly to customers for conducting payments. The providers must understand their customers properly such as their demographics an habit of mobile phone usage, and get customers’ feedback to upgrade the system based on their requirements. Customers will not have difficulties in using E-wallet payment system if the operation processes, layouts and required personal information in the E-wallet platform is similar to other E-wallet platforms.

This research has several limitations. First, it examined variables suggested by the TAM, TAM2 and UTAUT models and other additional factors. Thus, additional predictors, such as structural assurance, service quality (Ofori, 2017), self-efficacy (Susanto, 2016), performance expectancy (Zhou, 2014) and other social influences could affect customer continuance intention. Secondly, customers sometimes use E-wallet system to make payment due to discounts on bill, cashback payment and free gifts. Therefore, perceived benefit should be investigated further to find out how important these influence customers’ E-wallet system continuance intentions. Lastly, future research could investigate the relationship between situational normality and user’s trust in the context of E-wallet usage. The positive relationship was already documented in the context of Internet banking (Ofori, 2017).
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